
December 13, 2020 More than a Season WK2 Isaiah 7, 9; Matthew 1

Sermon	Notes	
Isaiah 7:14, 9:6; Matthew 1:18–25 

The	Six	Es:		
Early Testimony - The generation during Jesus’ life 
Eyewitness Testimony - They saw/experienced Jesus 
Embarrassing Testimony - Looked incompetent  
Excruciating Testimony - Willing to die for it 
Expected Testimony - FulTilled prophecy 
Extra-Biblical Testimony - Non-Christian sources 

Observations:	

The ________________ - A ___________________ will ____________________ 

The ________________ - ______________________ (____________ with ___________) 

The _______________, A ___________ - ____________________ and ______________ in _____________ 

The _______________________ - Wonderful ___________________, Mighty __________, ______________ Father,  

 Prince of _______________ 

The	Main	Point:	

Christmas is when _________ came to earth through a _____________, to be with _____, to make a  

way for us to be with _________ for _________________, and to experience ______________ in life. 
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December 13, 2020 More than a Season WK2 Isaiah 7, 9; Matthew 1

Discussion	Guide	

1. What is one thing that stood out, challenged, or stretched you this week? 

2. What indicators did you notice this week that points to the reliability, accuracy, and truth of the 
New Testament? Why do these point to reliability, accuracy, and truth? (Think 6 Es) 

3. What is signiTicant about the names/descriptions provided by Isaiah in the passages we looked 
at this week? What encouragement do you gain from these things? 

4. Has there ever been a time in your life when things felt chaotic and out of control and you cried 
out to God to provide you peace? Describe the turmoil and what you experienced when you 
asked for peace from the Prince of Peace. 

5. How does this week’s study point to Christmas being more than a season?  

6. What is your best next step to apply what you learned or experienced this week to your 
everyday life?  

Prayer Requests:
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